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2.3. MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF STARTING A MECHANICAL 

TRANSMISSION WITH A NONLINEAR ELASTIC COUPLING 

 

In modern machine-building, elastic couplings with metal elastic elements have become 

widespread. This is facilitated by the ability of these devices not only to transmit torque, but also to 

prevent negative oscillations in the technical system. This is achieved by introducing into the design 

an elastic coupling of mechanical feedback, which provides a wide range of elastic characteristics, 

including also nonlinear. Studies in this direction have shown that the nonlinearity of the elastic 

characteristics of one of the components of the machine aggregate can significantly change the 

nature of the oscillating processes, which occur. 

Studies using mathematical model proved that elastic couplings with a nonlinear elastic 

characteristic show the most positive results15. However, already existing elastic couplings do not 

fully meet the stated requirements due to their narrow working range16. Up to now created potential 

designs of elastic couplings that implement a nonlinear elastic characteristic are not widely used due 

to the small number of their actual mechanical constructions. 

At this stage, most of drives use asynchronous motors. The features of their operation, 

specifically the start-up of the engine, cause the considerable oscillatory load on the drive, this is 

due to the large and short-term starting torque. Because of this, there is a significant number of 

works devoted to oscillating starting torque. Because of this, there is a significant number of works 

devoted to oscillating processes in technical systems17. A mathematical modeling of the start of an 

asynchronous electric motor was carried out by using software packages1819. Developed the 

promising designs of nonlinear elastic couplings, which reduce the load on the drive and prevent 

negative oscillations20. The following studies show the feasibility of using elastic couplings with 

nonlinear mechanical feedback21. 

Mathematical modeling of oscillatory process of transmission starting of a machine assembly 

with an asynchronous electric motor, which consist of an elastic coupling with nonlinear 

mechanical feedback and studying the effect of elastic characteristics on the magnitude of the 

amplitude, frequency of the oscillatory process and its time. 

The chosen aim of the research is based on the fact that the results of the researches carried 

out in the field of nonlinear oscillation mechanics indicate that the nonlinearity of the elastic 

characteristics of one of the components of the machine assembly can significantly change the 

nature of oscillatory processes. 

In the given research area it is believed that the starting torque startM  of the asynchronous 

motor shaft is a torque that advances on the shaft of an asynchronous electric motor under the 

following conditions: the speed of rotation is equal to 0, the current has a constant value, the electric 

 
15 Sydorenko I. Vlasna ekvivalentna zhorstkistʹ krutylʹnoho dynamichnoho pohashuvacha z mekhanichnym zvorotnym 

zv'yazkom (2010) [Own equivalent rigidity of a torsion dynamic recipe with mechanical feedback]. VisnykSevNTU – 

Sevastopol, vol. 110, pp. 153-156, [in Ukrainian]. 
16 Kurgan V. Ekvivalentna zhorstkistʹ pruzhnoyi mufty z neliniynym mekhanichnym zvorotnym zv'yazkom (2014) 

[Equivalent stiffness of elastic coupling with nonlinear mechanical feedback]. Works of Odessa Polytechnic University, 

vol. 43, no. 1, pp. 34-38. [in Ukrainian]. 
17 Andrukhiv A. Asymptotic method in investigation of complex nonlinear oscillations of elastic bodies (2018) 

Ukrainian Journal of Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science, vol. 4, no. 2, pp. 58-67. 
18 Lovejkin V. Doslidzhennya kolyvanʹ u mekhanizmakh z asynkhronnym pryvodom (2013) [Research of oscillation in 

mechanisms with asynchronous drive]. Bulletin of TNTU, vol. 72, no. 4, pp. 207-214. [in Ukrainian]. 
19 Sydorenko I. Syntez tsilʹovoyi pruzhnoyi kharakterystyky na bazi pruzhnoyi mufty z neliniynym mekhanichnym 

zvorotnym zv'yazkom (2017) [Synthesis of target elastic characteristics on the basis of elastic move with nonlinear 

mechanical refractory connection]. Bulletin of the Khmelnytsky National University, vol. 5, no. 2, pp. 26-31. 

[in Ukrainian]. 
20 Arkhangelsk G. Effektivnost' ispol'zovaniya uprugoy mufty s rasshirennym uchastkom kvazinulevoy zhestkosti 

(1990) [Efficiency of using an elastic coupling with an extended section of quasi-zero stiffness]. Machine parts: 

Republican interdepartmental scientific and technical collection, vol. 51, pp. 17-22. [In Russian]. 
21 Sydorenko I. Synthesis of nonlinear elastic couplings on the basis of modified kinematic graphs (2017). Proceedings 

of Odessa Polytechnic University, Issue 3(53), pp. 5-11. 
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motor windings are connected to rated supply frequency and voltage, the winding connection 

corresponds to the rated operating mode of the electric motor. 

In mathematical modeling of the oscillatory processes of the machine assembly, the starting 

torque )(s tM  is modeled by a function of time characterized by two time intervals: the build-up 

time 1t  to the maximum value and the time of decrease to the rated value 
2t . In order to calculate 

the maximum starting torque the following expression is used 

 

 trr kMM =max  (1) 

where rM  – rating moment on the electric motor shaft; trk  – starting torque ratio. The value of this 

parameter varies within 6...5,1  for different types of engines and loads. 

Duration of the starting torque is determined experimentally, depending on the type of engine 

and the type of its load. Usually the value of this parameter varies within 0,5...1,6 s. 

In order to achieve this goal a two-mass rotatory mechanical system ( 1J – main rotating mass, 

subject to protection against the negative demonstration of the starting torque), which includes the 

proposed passive elastic coupling with a nonlinear mechanical linkage ( 2J – the second rotating 

mass, which is the mass of the coupling) should be subject to mathematical modeling. In this case 

the system of differential equations has the following form  

 

 




=−+−+

=−−+−−+

)()()(

0)()(

s12212222

122111221111

tМcbJ

ccbbJ




 (2) 

However, the rotating mass of the J2coupling in several cases is less than the rotating mass of 

1J  transmission objects ( 12 JJ  ) and the stiffness of the shaft sections, which determines the 

torsion angle 1 , is several times greater than the stiffness of the elastic coupling, which determines 

the torsion angle )( 122  . 

 Taking this into account it is advisable to carry out mathematical studies of the process of 

transmission starting of a machine assembly with an asynchronous electric motor, which includes 

the proposed elastic coupling, using a mathematical model of a single-mass rotatory system. In this 

case, the model treats the rotating mass 1J  as an object to be protected from the negative 

demonstration of the starting torque, and the elastic coupling is considered as an elastic linkage 

between it and the engine. Then the corresponding differential equation will have the following 

form 

)()()( tMMMJ sel =++  , (3) 

where J  – moment of inertia of the rotating mass; )(elM  ‒ elastic characteristic, which 

depends on the stiffness of elastic elements applied in the coupling; )(M  ‒ moment of dissipation, 

which determines the irreversible energy dissipation;   and   – corresponding derivatives of the 

angular displacement in time t . 

Initial conditions are as follows 

 

0)0( = , 0)0( = , 0)0( =sM  (4) 

On the basis of the equation (3) mathematical modeling of the oscillatory processes of 

transmission starting of a machine assembly with an asynchronous electric motor AIR112MV6 with 

the following characteristics was carried out: kW4=P , rpm1000=n ; rating moment 

mN5,34 =ratM ; starting torque ratio 8,1=trk ; time of the starting torque s8,0=st . 

In calculations the starting torque is presented in the form of two non-linear sections 

associated with time and has a maximum mN61)026,0(max =sM  (fig. 1, а) 
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Fig. 1. Modelling of oscillatory processes of transmission starting of a machine assembly:  starting 

torque (а); linear elastic characteristic (b); oscillatory process of transmission starting of a machine 

assembly with a coupling that possesses linear elastic characteristic (c) 
 

 

 

s26,0...01 =st , 

s8,0...26,02 =st , 

s8,0st  

4857,31,6312162299)( 2
1 ++== tttMM smot ; 

5734,21,451216229)( 2
2 −−== tttMM smot ; 

mN5,34 == rmot MM  

(5) 

For the possibility of conducting a comparative analysis in order to determine the appropriate 

efficiency ratios the calculation of the accepted conditions of the system, which containsan elastic 

coupling with a linear elastic characteristic, was carried out (fig. 1, b). Using the Maple 18 

mathematical package, where the corresponding function implements the Runge-Kutta method, the 

solution of equation (3) was carried out in numerical form taking into account the initial conditions 

(4) and external load (5), which made it possible to state the following. Emerging at the process of 

starting a transmission of a machine assembly with an asynchronous electric motor, the oscillatory 

process is fading and low frequency with a constant frequency Hz2=T  (fig. 1, c). Oscillatory 

processes with the frequency of the first frequency octave, that is T = 2, 4, 8, 16, 31,5 and 63 Hz, 

refer to the low-frequency oscillatory process. The response of the system to external disturbance in 

the form of mN3,591 =JM  occurs with the delay after the appearance of the maximum external 

load equal to s18,0*=t , which is due to the presence of an elastic linkage. Oscillation decay time 

under condition of rJ MM =1  equals s7,6=t .  

The coefficient that determines the efficiency of using an elastic coupling with a linear elastic 

characteristic is the coefficient of vibration isolation 

0

0

A

M
kR = , (6) 

where 0M  – amplitude of the moment behind the coupling; 0A  – amplitude of the moment of 

disturbance. 

In this case the coefficient of vibration isolation is  

 97,0
61

3,59

0

0 ===
A

M
kR . (7) 

Numerical solution of the equation (3), taking into account the general parameters of the 

system, the initial conditions (4) and the external load (5), is carried out in cases where the elastic 

characteristic of the coupling is nonlinear. 

In the first case the coupling determined an elastic characteristic of a "soft" Duffing type. 

The value of the elastic torque at a certain nominal torsion angle of half-couplings rad2,0=  was 

equal to the value of the elastic torque of the previously considered linear characteristic 

mN5,34 =M  (fig. 2, a). 

Emerging at the start of the transmission of the machine assembly with an asynchronous 

electric motor, the oscillatory process is fading and low frequency with frequency T , which 

increases over time (fig. 2, b).  
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Fig. 2. Oscillatory process of asynchronous motor starting: elastic characteristic of a “soft” Duffing 

type coupling (а); oscillatory process (b). 

 

The response of the system to external disturbance in the form of mN23,571 =JM  occurs 

with the delay after the appearance of the maximum external load equal to s38,0*=t , which is 

defined by the value of the elastic torque, that is less than the similar one in the linear system, and 

lays in the range of the torsion angle of the half-couplings equal to rad6,0...2,0= . Oscillation 

decay time, which is determined by rJ MM =1  equals s8,3=t . The coefficient of vibration isolation 

Rk  in this case is 

 94,0
61

34,57

0

0 ===
A

M
kR . (8) 

In the second case the coupling determined an elastic characteristic of a "hard" Duffing type. 

The value of the elastic torque at a certain nominal torsion angle of half-couplings rad2,0=  was 

equal to the value of the elastic torque of the previously considered linear characteristic 

mN5,34 =M  (fig. 3,а). 

Emerging at the start of the transmission of a machine assembly with an asynchronous electric 

motor, the oscillatory process is fading and low frequency with a frequency T  decreasing over time 

(fig. 3, b). The response of the system to external disturbance in the form of mN16,591 =JM  occurs 

with the delay after the appearance of the maximum external load equal to s16,0*=t , which is 

defined by the value of the elastic torque, that is higher than the similar one in the linear system, 

and lays in the range of the torsion angle of the half-couplings equal to rad6,0...2,0= . The decay 

time of the oscillatory process is determined by rJ MM =1  and equals s4,3=t . The coefficient of 

vibration isolation Rk  in this case is 
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Fig. 3. Oscillatory process of asynchronous motor starting: elastic characteristic of a “hard” Duffing 

type coupling (а); oscillatory process (b) 
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 96,0
61

13,59

0

0 ===
A

M
kR . (9) 

Results of mechanical studies conducted to optimize the oscillatory process during the starting 

of transmissions with an asynchronous motor show that the use of nonlinear couplings with elastic 

characteristics of a "hard" Duffing type can reduce the time of the oscillatory process, however it 

determines the transmission load close to the starting torque. Application of nonlinear couplings 

with elastic characteristics of a "soft" Duffing type allows slight reduction of the transmission load, 

at the same time it lengthens the time of the oscillatory process. Taking this into account it is 

proposed to use nonlinear couplings with a combined characteristic in order to solve such a 

problem. The basis for such a proposal is the results of research done by professor 

G.V. Arkhangelskiy. It has been established that optimization of the oscillatory process occurring at 

the start of transmission with an asynchronous motor can be obtained by applying a nonlinear 

elastic coupling in the transmission, which implements a combined characteristic with two sections, 

determined by the value of the rating rotary moment. The first section ( rMM ...0= ) must correspond 

the elastic characteristic of the "soft" Duffing type and the second section ( sr MMM 3,1...= ) must 

relate with the elastic characteristic of the "hard" Duffing type. The researcher has proposed a 

specialized design of an elastic coupling that implements a similar characteristic, but because of 

structural constraints its elastic characteristic corresponds to the target characteristic with a 

compliance coefficient equal to 89,0=ck  and is fragmentarily linear (line 1, see fig. 4, a). 

From this perspective the calculations of the oscillatory process during the start of the 

transmission with the asynchronous motor, while applying the proposed coupling both with 

mentioned above elastic characteristic (combined, type 1) and with the synthesized target 

characteristic with the coefficient of compliance 99,0=ck  (hereafter combined, type 2) have been 

carried out7. The synthesized elastic characteristic consists of the corresponding nonlinear sections 

that share borders at a certain value of the elastic torque and determine the rating rotary moment of 

half-couplings rad2,0= . (curve 2, fig. 4, a). Emerging at the start of the transmission of a machine 

assembly with an asynchronous motor in two calculation cases the oscillatory process is fading and 

low frequency with the frequency T , which varies over time (fig. 4, b). The response of the system 

to external disturbance in the form of mN26,56)1(1 =tJM  occurs with the delay after the appearance 

of the maximum external load in the first case equal to s18,0* )1( =tt . and in the second 

mN26,56)2(1 =tJM  with the delay equal to s21,0* )2( =tt . Thus it is established that the average 

value of the elastic torque lays in the range of the torsion angle of the half-coupling rad6,0...2,0= , 

which is higher than in the linear system and less than in a system with a "hard" Duffing type 

characteristic. The decay time of the oscillatory process is determined by rJ MM =1  and in the first 

case s18,3)1( =tt , while in the second case s8,2)2( =tt , being the smallest indicators in the performed 

calculations. This 
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Fig. 4. Oscillatory process of asynchronous motor starting: combined elastic characteristics (а); 

oscillatory process (b). 
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is due to the fact that at high amplitudes of oscillations elastic characteristics cause an increase in 

their frequency. This, in turn, indicates the presence of high velocities and the greater effect of 

dissipative forces than in the previously considered variants. In this case the coefficient of vibration 

isolation Rk  for the first calculation is as follows 

 931,0
61

79,56

0

0 ===
A

M
kR , (10) 

and for the second calculation  

 92,0
61

13,56

0

0 ===
A

M
kR  (11) 

The results of the conducted analytical studies are presented in the table 1.  

 

 

Table 1. Coefficients of vibration isolation Rk  and oscillation decay time at the start of 

the transmission with asynchronous motor with an elastic coupling 

 

Type of elastic characteristic of coupling 
Coefficient of vibration 

isolation Rk  
Oscillation decay time 

)s(,t  

Linear 0,98 6,7 

"Soft" Duffing type 0,94 8,3 

"Hard" Duffing type 0,96 3,4 

Combined, type 1 0,93 3,2 

Combined, type 2 0,92 2,8 

   

 

Implementation of elastic characteristics of the "soft" Duffing type of the coupling 

in comparison with the case of implementation of a linear elastic characteristic of the coupling 

enables reduction of negative demonstrations of oscillations by 3...4%, however it leads to 

an increase in duration of oscillatory process 1,5...2 times. Implementation of elastic characteristics 

of the "hard" Duffing type of the coupling in comparison with the case of implementation of 

a linear elastic characteristic of the coupling allows to reduce the negative demonstrations of 

oscillations by 2...3% and leads to a decrease in duration of oscillatory process 1,5...2 times. 

Results of research of prof. G.V. Arkhangelskiy concerning optimization of oscillatory 

process in case of start of transmission of a machine assembly with an asynchronous motor using 

elastic coupling with a combined nonlinear elastic characteristic have been confirmed. 

Mathematical modeling of the system starting with the proposed coupling structure, which 

implements the target characteristic in the form of a fragmentarily linear characteristic with a 

compliance coefficient 89,0=ck , resulted in a decrease of negative demonstration of oscillations by 

5...6% and reduction of the time of oscillatory process 1,5...2,5 times, comparing with the case of 

realization of a linear elastic characteristic by a coupling. 

Mathematical modeling of the system starting using an elastic coupling with a mechanical 

feedback that implements a nonlinear target combined characteristic with a compliance coefficient 
98,0=ck  caused a decrease of negative demonstration of oscillations by 7 ... 10 %, and reduction of 

the time of oscillatory process 2,8...3 times, compared with the case of realization of a linear elastic 

characteristic by a coupling. 
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Part 2. IMPROVEMENT OF ACCURACY AND ECONOMY OF INDUSTRIAL 

TECHNOLOGIES AND EQUIPMENT 

 

2.1. Alexander Orgiyan, Gennadiy Oborskyi, Anna Balaniuk. DEVELOPMENT OF 

THE ACCURACY FOR FINE BORING. On the basis of the accuracy of the theory proposed 

method of calculating the static and dynamic errors in cross-sectional shape of openings in fine 

boring smooth and stepped holes. We consider particular cross-sectional shape error caused by such 

factors: the displacement axis of the hole in the workpiece relative to the spindle axis of the oval 

hole in the workpiece, the unevenness of the radial compliance in the tool spindle to the angle of 

rotation. The results of calculations and experiments total error depending on the change of the 

lengths of the steps of the boring bar, the diameter and cutting process parameters. It is found that 

the feature of change of total errors deviation from circularity of the cross section at multi-cutting 

boring is the alternation of high and low values in accordance with the alternation amplitude of 

forced oscillations. 

2.2. Volodymyr Tonkonogyi, Alexey Yakimov, Julia Shichireva. ENSURING 

A UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION OF THE ALLOWANCE ON THE FLANKS OF 

THE TEETH DURING GEAR GRINDING OPERATIONS. Stabilization of parameters and 

increasing the efficiency of the technological process for manufacturing high-precision parts, as 

well as the development of new processing methods that provide the required accuracy and quality 

in previous and final operations, and the design of high-performance cutting tools is an important 

engineering problem. 

Stabilization of the quality and accuracy of the manufacture of parts is of particular relevance 

in finishing operations having a long grinding cycle. These operations include gear grinding and 

thread grinding. In this regard, a further analysis of the technological parameters was carried out on 

the gear grinding operation. 

Based on the establishment of patterns of technological stabilization of the parameters of the 

gear grinding process, it is necessary to develop methods that increase the resistance and cutting 

ability of abrasive tools and improve the quality of the machined surfaces while increasing the rate 

of material removal. 

2.3. Victor Kurgan, Ihor Prokopovich, Ihor Sydorenko. MATHEMATICAL 

MODELING OF STARTING A MECHANICAL TRANSMISSION WITH A NONLINEAR 

ELASTIC COUPLING. The most difficult moment in the work with an asynchronous motor is the 

launch. And the more powerful drive is the more difficult launch. This is due to certain features of 

the asynchronous motors: a limited starting torque and starting throws of the current of the stator 

motor chain. The mathematical modeling of oscillating process of actuation of the actuator with an 

asynchronous motor, which includes an elastic coupling with nonlinear mechanical feedback, is 

carried out. The influence of the type of elastic characteristics of the coupling on the magnitude of 

the amplitude and frequency of the oscillation process and its time was studied. A single-mass 

rotational system model was used for the studies. According to the Runge-Kutta method, the 

oscillation processes of starting the transmission of a machine unit with an induction motor were 

investigated. To determine the coefficient of vibration isolation, a system with an elastic coupling 

having a linear elastic characteristic was calculated. A study was also conducted in the case where 

the coupling determines the elastic characteristics of the Duffing type "soft" and "hard" type. 

The results of the calculations show that it is advisable to use a nonlinear coupling with a combined 

characteristic. On the basis of this, a synthesis of the target elastic characteristic and the study of the 

oscillatory process in the application of the proposed elastic coupling.  

2.4. Anatolii Tkachov, Oleksii Tkachov, Ihor Sydorenko. IMPROVEMENT OF 

THE DEFORMED STATE OF FLIGHT BEAMS OF BRIDGE CRANES. Issues related to 

increasing the bearing capacity of the span beams of bridge-type cranes by the prestressing method 

are considered. A new constructive solution is proposed for unloading the main beams of the crane 

and studying their static stiffness at various places of temporary load position. An appropriate 

mathematical model of a bridge crane with prestressed beams has been developed, which is based 
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